Helping Your Organisation Achieve
Net Zero: Procurement as a Key
Partner

EAUC - The Alliance for Sustainability Leadership in Education

Why is procurement key
• An institution’s carbon emissions are
classed as Scope 1, 2 or 3
• Purchased goods and services as part
of the supply chain make up the
majority of Scope 3 emissions
• Scope 3 emissions are the biggest %
of the total carbon emissions of an
institution – likely to be at around
70%
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How to measure your
supply chain emissions
• There is a tool called HESCET that is owned by HEPA. This is updated
annually to map to the latest Defra conversion factors.
• This tool uses spend data based on Proc-HE codes which then converts the
spend data into CO2 equivalent emissions. This then provides institutions
with their carbon data for their supply chain which is included in the
institution’s overall carbon reporting.
• The tool is distributed to institutions via their purchasing consortia who
collect the data
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Limitations
• There are limitations to the tool as it is based on spend
• Not nuanced at product level
• Limited by Defra categories
• It is the best tool that the sector has to support collecting Scope 3 data for
now
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What the Sector are
doing
• The UK Purchasing Consortia are collating all of their data together to develop an
overall sector data source
• They are then able to identify the highest impact areas based on carbon emissions
• They can then identify the biggest suppliers to the sector
• With the collective purchasing power they can then put pressure on suppliers for
more detailed data
• APUC are developing a supplier portal which will allow suppliers to input their
carbon data at a product level
• Institutions will then have more detailed information to make purchasing decisions
• This will take time to achieve product level carbon data but the education sector
has great influence and should be showing leadership in this area
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What you can do
• Speak to your sustainability team to discuss the data you have
• Engage with your Purchasing Consortia to encourage them to take further action
on this agenda

• Engage with your suppliers – ask what they are doing to reduce their carbon and
share their data with your Purchasing Consortia
• Change procurement policies to reflect ‘carbon price’ as well as financial price

• Change tender specifications to include carbon data reporting from suppliers
• Resources are available at www.eauc.org.uk

Procurement is key in reducing
your carbon emissions!
EAUC - The Alliance for Sustainability Leadership in Education

Procurement
and Net Zero at
King’s College
London

Why is our supply chain important?
• Significant source of emissions: our supply chain
is our single largest source of scope 1, 2 and 3
emissions. It makes up nearly 70% of our total
emissions
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Why is our supply chain important?
• Significant opportunities for improved measurement:
current tools based on spend only give us a limited
picture
• Area of interest for our students and staff: consultation
showed that they want us to work on supply chain
emissions

What have we done at King’s?
• Included a Procurement & Waste group within our King’s Climate
Action Network
• Forthcoming Climate and Sustainability Action Plan will include
section and actions on our supply chain, making it clear that it is a key
area to address

Collaboration with others has been key
• Working with the sector to update the HESCET tool
• Working with our Procurement team to request carbon data directly
from suppliers
• Working with students: undergraduate research project

Procurement @UWE
Achieving the Net zero
ambition

Overview
The objective
•

Bristol City and South Gloucestershire Councils have goals to
achieve a carbon neutral city / district by 2030.

• The West of England Combined Authority has also set a 2030 net
zero goal.
• UWE Bristol has committed to reducing its GHG emissions to net
zero by 2030.

Overview
Case Study - Bristol City council – sustainable procurement .
Procurement rules and regulations - bristol.gov.uk
https://youtu.be/xIzxlZfk598

Sample policy Sustainable Procurement Policy (bristol.gov.uk)

UWE Strategy - People, Purpose, Place
“Through our 2030 Strategy we
will work to address the urgency
of the climate and ecological
emergency and strive to fulfil our
role in the achievement of the
United Nations' Sustainable
Development Goals.”
Be carbon neutral as
an organisation, with
net-zero emissions of
greenhouse gases by
2030.

Work with our
students to explicitly
address climate
change and
environmental
challenges through
our teaching, learning
and curriculum.

Work through the ISO
14001 standard to set
clear targets and plans
to reduce water and
energy use, cut waste
generation including
food waste, and
support biodiversity.

Establish all our
campuses as clean air
and smoke-free zone.

As signatories to the
UK Plastics Pact,
eliminate all but
essential single-use
plastic and meet the
2025 targets for
recycling and reuse.

Invest in and secure
year-on-year
improvement in travel
sustainability for staff,
students and visitors.

Support research that
addresses issues
relating to climate
change,
environmental
challenges and
biodiversity.

Supporting Sustainability
Procurement Activities to date include :Membership of
• Sustainability board
• Climate Action & Sustainability group
• Palm Oil group
• Carbon offset group
• Plastics reduction group
• National Responsible Procurement grp
• Local SME events
• Support for Scope 3 calculations / SUPC/ EAUC

The supplier Challenge – how ready are the

supplier base ??
•

In 2021 the sustainability team Intern did an analysis of
what data suppliers had.

•

Looked at largest suppliers in terms of both UWE spend
and overall company size

•

Result - there was little carbon data from either group

•

In 2022 UWE Bristol RBI is supporting Clean Skills for Growth for
regional small business ( not just Uwe suppliers )
Clean Growth Skills for Businesses | Mysite (skillsforfutures.co.uk)

•
•

From attendees so far of around 20 SME suppliers, none had
carbon data although there is strong appetite for reducing
emissions and increasing sustainability

The supplier Challenge – how ready are they

supplier base ??

PPN 06/21
• As of 2022, UWE Bristol Planned to require that organisations
tendering for contracts over £100,000 must provide details of how
they intend to reach the UK Government targets of 85% progress to
net zero by 2035 and 100% by 2050 ( in reflection of the
Government’s requirement for contracts over £5 million).
• Draft document was compiled using PPN, but on reflection a 3page document was too long and complicated
• An alternative approach is being considered that can encourage
SMEs to produce their carbon data and reduction plan

Collecting data – are the
suppliers' carbon ready ?
Supplier questions, developing a simple questionnaire

1. Do you have a carbon management plan?
2. How do you plan to reduce your carbon emission pls list 3 initiatives
you have or are planning to do
3. List 3 initiatives your organisation has taken to reduce carbon
4. What help would enable you to develop your carbon reporting
further?
5. What help would enable you to develop your carbon reductions
further?
6. What training would assist you?

Form is WIP, similar
content to the one
on the SUPC
website. Questions
being developed by
the Energy Manager,
who leads Scope
1/2/3 data.

The new approach forming…
1. Direct suppliers to Carbon Auditing tools such as those
available through West of England Combined Authority
(WECA) and Carbon Trust
2. Encourage suppliers to make pledges to support UWE
Bristol targets – timeline being developed
3. WIP -Require all suppliers to have a timeline for
auditing and reduction plans

What we really want …..
1. Lobby/encourage all purchasing consortia (not just HE) to
work with suppliers en masse so that they are not having to
produce different information or in different ways
2. Work with purchasing consortia and suppliers to investigate
using a single sector platform (Scotland has chosen
ECOVARDIS).
3. Could this be solved by the Green paper reforms – we need
to lobby Cabinet Office for this to be included

